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There are bike builders whose talent is so awe inspiring
that you wonder if they have been touched by a divine
wand. There are those that look to the future, bring you
the latest designs & technology and give that fleeting
wow moment…and then there are the maestros. Those
that defy the modern preoccupation for evolution and
advancement, but focus on tradition and keeping alive
old skills and hand crafting techniques.
One such maestro is Bobbee Singh from Old Delhi
Motorcycles who’s made a huge impact in traditional
customisation and ‘revitalisation’ of old stock
motorcycles in India.
Based in New Delhi, he predominantly works with old
Royal Enfields but occasionally has been known to
work on old Brits such as the BSAs, Triumphs &
Nortons but the lack of spares and parts makes that a
rarity.
I spoke to Bobbee, whilst he was resting up in Belgrade
- Serbia after having suffered serious injuries in a
motorcycle accident in New Delhi a few months ago,
about his work, his bikes and his passion for his art and
the skills he, and other artisans he works with, use in
the builds.
This is a man who fears for the future of not only his
nation’s aptitude to develop traditional craftsmen but
also for a throw away society that we’re all too often
drawn into.
We share a common bond in that we do not
necessarily welcome with open arms the future, but
we want to reinvigorate the past, hold onto skills and
show the world what we mortal men can achieve.
The old motorcycle is more than a possession, it is
representative of a man’s journey both figuratively,
actually & of course literally. We do not own these
machines but are mere custodians to see them
through into future generations and remember the
skills required to build such art.
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All photos courtesy of Bobbee Singh &
Manav Parhawk Photography
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Bobbee Singh scours the Indian countryside for
old motorcycles and through his substantial
network of like minded souls, is often made
aware of decaying hidden treasures that all too
often the owners retain an iron grip upon.
You see, there is a relationship between old
Indian men and the motorcycle that is forged out
of trust in machines, build quality & social order
from days long passed when under British rule.
These men cherish their rides and their memories
of mobility…both social & physical, as well as
their fondness when ‘their’ India made sense to
them, and there is no way that any young buck
bike builder is going to charm their prized
possession away from them…but Bobbee is a
different kind of builder…a different kind of
modern Indian man.
He values & respects the traditions of the past
and often spends considerable time talking to old
owners about their bikes, social concerns but
also of how he can let their bikes live again…the
way they should, the way they could have
and…the way they can.
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So whilst Bobbee designs the build and works with the
other artisans to build the specialist parts, he is also
‘interviewing’ his clients as to their requirements and
whether he would even build them a bike in the future.
He currently works on 3-4 bikes at a time and each
taking a few months to build, but before he embarks
on any one, the discussion has to take place to see if
the client is on the same wavelength and has the same
aspirations for the bike and whole process. His clients
come from all over India and around the world too but
mostly in Europe.
Bobbee says: “My heart lies with the old motorbikes
and they are one of the most misunderstood bikes too.
We have hundreds of workshops still making parts for
these old bikes”

He says: “I started many years ago, just building
bikes for myself…and it developed from there…I’m
not a purist but I take my inspiration from the old
school motorcycles.
I try to convince old proud owners to part with their
bikes, I bring them back to Delhi but at the same
time I’ll be in conversation with a client who wants
me to build a Bullet or something for them.
I then use my designs and work with the 2nd
generation maestros to hand build components for
the bike.

Being in such high demand he does work with newer
engines and stock bikes from time to time, but his real
passion comes from the old stock. Once he has had a
meeting of the minds with his clients, then the design
process starts and eventually he will let them know
when the bike is ready.
‘Dagny’

I’ve been hanging around these guys my whole life,
they don’t work for me…they don’t work for anyone,
but I’ve learnt so much from them. So when I need
something done I just get these guys to do it…They’re
the kings and they work great with my designs and
my skills too…that’s why I also made a movie to
show the world their talents too”

‘The Raging Bull’

It has got to the point these days when people are
sending in their bikes and just asking him to build
a bike whenever he has the time…that’s the
measure of a genius builder…one who builds wow
stopping bikes with a big nod to the past.
Bobbee also has a flair for the theatrical…for
when he’s ready to show his bikes, he works
closely with photographer: Manav Parhawk to
develop a theme and mood for each shoot
resulting in absolutely stunning images that
display the collaboration of talents.
I was honoured to speak to Bobbee about his
builds and process and look forward to featuring
his work again.
Maestro…We Salute You…
more info at Facebook/OldDelhiMotorcycles

